Background: In the past 30 years, incidences of non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) has risen by 30%. However, there is still no clear mechanism or accurate method of anticipating liver failure. Here we reveal the phase transitions of liquid crystalline qualities in hepatic lipid droplets (HLDs) as a novel method of anticipating prognosis.
Background
Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is a disorder of excessive fat accumulation (steatosis) in the liver of those who consume little to no alcohol [1, 2] . With the increase of rich foods in the diets of Western counties and developing countries around the world, NAFLD has become a rising cause of hepatic steatosis since its first reported in 1983 [3] [4] [5] . Up to 25% of adults in the United States has NAFLD, with more than 80% of the obese population affected by the disease. Because there are often no initial symptoms for patients with NAFLD and the disease can only be treated by addressing the underlying condition, over time NAFLD patients often progress to severe liver fibrosis and cirrhosis [6, 7] . Because of this difficulty in treatment, liver disease is becoming one of the top leading causes of death in societies where rich diets are common. Liver disease is becoming an increasing problem in developing countries as well. According to the Asia-Pacific Working Party guidelines on NAFLD, over-nutrition has increased the prevalence of NAFLD in the Asia Pacific regions from 23.3 to 31.9% in the past 30 years [8] . Due to increasing childhood obesity, NAFLD has also become the primary form of liver disease in both children and adolescents [5, 9, 10] .
Only a few genetic variations and environmental factors have been contributed to the development of the complex metabolic associated syndrome that is NAFLD. Two variants of the triacylglycerol lipase gene PNPLA3 have been associated liver disease, one linked to severity of hepatic steatosis while the other affects hepatic triglyceride content by association with TM6SF2, a regulator of hepatic fat metabolism [11, 12] . Polymorphisms at APOC3, a gene controlling hepatic triglyceride content, have also been linked to NAFLD, but was later contradicted by a meta-analysis on APOC3 polymorphisms and NAFLD risk [13, 14] . We have also previously reported a novel association of NG37 with high fat diet induced NAFLD [15] . Our data demonstrated that overexpression of NG37 in a transgenic mouse model results in liver enlargement and cardiac dysfunction in a high-fat diet dependent matter. This model provided a direct link between genetic predisposition and nutritional factors in hepatic lipid deposition [15] .
Until now, the specific genetic causes of NAFLD were unclear, making it difficult to identify patients at high risk for severe NAFLD that is likely to progress to steatohepatitis, fibrosis, and cirrhosis. Recently, some researches have claimed that hepatic cholesterol crystals and crownlike structures distinguish Nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH), an advanced subtype of NAFLD, from simple steatosis in humans [16] . These cholesterol crystal structures can also be detected in the fatty livers of thyroidectomized chickens and a murine NASH model [17, 18] . In our NG37 murine model, we occasionally found lipid droplets (LD) as optically active anisotropic liquid crystals (LC) in the hepatocytes of NAFLD mice. These anisotropic liquid crystal hepatic lipid droplets (LC-HLD) can transform into isotropic LD under the right condition. Both these LC-HLDs and isotropic HLDs could also transition into crystal structures. Based on increasing investigations on unveiling molecular mechanism of diseases with phase transition and separation [19] [20] [21] , it is certain that the liquid crystalline could be important clue of NAFLD genesis. This phenomenon of LC to crystal transition in vitro indicates that the buildup of lipids inside hepatocytes from overnutrition could be being stored as liquid crystals. Thus we hypothesized that the crystal and crown-like structures previously identified in human hepatocytes of NASH patients are likely the final form of LC-HLD after further over-accumulation of cholesterols [16, 17, 21] .
Materials and methods

Human subjects and animals maintenance
All animal care and experiment procedures were conducted in accordance with protocol approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of Shaanxi Normal University. All human studies were conducted according to the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki, and the study protocol were approved by the Institutional Ethics Committee of the Shaanxi Normal University with written informed consents from Alenabio (Xi'an, China). Tissues for detecting the phase characteristics of the tissues and the expression of the protein in autophagy pathway were collected from ten patients.
All C57BL/6J mice were housed in clean-normative animal rooms (temperature ~ 25 °C, ventilation, 12 h light/ dark cycle) and bred under standard conditions. Male or female mice (n = 40, age: 5-8 weeks) were weighed and divided equally into two groups. The control group were fed with regular mouse chow (China National Standard GB14924.3-2010) purchased from animal core facility of Xi'an Jiaotong University School of Medicine Animals (Xi'an, China), and supplied with boiled tap water. The experiment group were supplied with high fat (HiF) diet produced in house as previously described, containing 88% standard diet, 10% lard and 2% cholesterol. The HiF diet group also received 0.2% more sucrose in water (w/v, changed daily) compared to the control group [22] . Both diets and water were provided on a free-taking principle. After 25 weeks, animals were euthanized by cervical dislocation prior to dissection for sample collection.
Sample preparation and histological analysis
Fresh livers were dissected from mice and processed for paraffin section and cryo-section preparation. For paraffin section, samples were fixed by 4% neutral-buffered paraformaldehyde, dehydrated through gradient alcohol, cleared with xylene, embedded in paraffin and cut into 5-8 μm sections. For cryo-sectioning, the samples were placed into cryomatrix embedding agent (OTC), frozen without delay and cut at a thickness of 10 μm.
Paraffin and cryo-sections were then processed for histological analysis via Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) and Masson and Sirius red staining as previously described [23, 24] . Slides were rapidly dehydrated in gradient ethanol and cleared in xylene after staining before being permanently preserved in neutral balsam between glass cover slips.
Polarization microscopy, phase transition and fluidity analysis
The samples obtained from hepatic lipid droplets of HiF diet induced NAFLD were prepared with both smearslide and cryosectioned in media with 20% glycerol PBS. Optical activity was recorded under non-crossed polarizer and analyzer for conventional observations. Birefringence of specimens observed between two crossed prisms (or polarizer and analyzer) were documented for advance analysis as previously described [24] [25] [26] .
Observation of optical activity proceeded with XS-213A-P Polarization Microscope (Jnoec Ltd, Jiangnan, Nanjing, China) and Zeiss Observer. A1 microscope affiliated with additional polarization accessory. A combination of inverted microscope PE120 peltier system (Linkam Scientific Instruments, UK) and XS-213A-P polarization microscope was carried out for our experiments. The PE120 peltier system was configured to run with a 5 mm aperture at a heating-cooling rate with a range of 0.1 to 20 °C/min. Temperature stability was set at 0.1 °C and controlled with the RS232 temperature controller. Temperatures of phase transition between anisotropic status and isotropic phases, including liquid crystal and crystal status, were recorded according to the observation of sample birefringence activities between polarizer and analyzer. Phase transition is define as a state transition between any two states among liquid state (optical isotropic with fidelity), crystal state (optical anisotropic without fidelity) and liquid-crystal state (optical anisotropic with fidelity). Two phases related to a transition are labelled as subscript of Ph and arrow in subscript indicates transition from first state to second state.
Pressure application-and-release experiments were utilized to characterize fluidity of birefringent hepatic lipid droplets obtained from HiF diet induced NAFLD mice. After samples were mounted between glass slides and over-slips with PBS-glycerol media, pressure was applied onto the glass cover-slip with a rubber applicator, and subsequently released. Images of the entire process were documented continuously under polarization microscope and further image analysis conducted on these records.
X-ray diffraction analysis
For characterization of optical activity, NAFLD livers were directly applied on to the specimen plate and observed as previously described [15, 24] . The XRD (X-ray diffraction) patterns were obtained on the wideangle goniometer of D/max-rA diffractometer in diffraction angle (2θ) of 5-45° with CuK α radiation, graphite monochromator, slit sizes of 1°(DivS)-10 mm(DivH)-1°(SctS)-0.3 mm(RecS), Scan 4.00, and power 40 kV × 100 mA. Samples of normal livers, HiF induced NAFLD livers and purified extracts from HiF induced NAFLD livers were measured at the above condition, which were clutched between two non-diffraction films to reduce movement and dehydration.
Thin-layer chromatography
Thin-layer chromatography (TLC) was performed on a commercial made standard plate (QingDao Ocean Product, Ltd. Qingdao, China) coated with a thin layer of silica gel as the stationary phase. Fresh tissues were cut into small pieces and pulped in a double volume of 0.1 M phosphate buffer solution (pH 7.4). The up-suspended substances were then extracted by mixing with triple volume of chloroform/methanol (1/2, V/V), and centrifuged on 22.4g for 10-15 min followed by sample drying. The samples were then applied on the silica plate along with standard samples, including cholesterol, lecithin and cholesteryl oleate. A mix of chloroform-methanol-water (65:10:1) was used as the mobile phase and several locations within each samples was visualized under 254 nm UV light.
Immunofluorescence analysis
Paraffin sections of HiF diet induced NAFLD tissues and cryo-sections of patient fatty liver tissue were processed for immunofluorescence staining. For paraffin embedded samples, antigens were retrieved in Target Retrieval Solution (DAKO North America, Inc., Carpinteria, CA, USA) and antigen of frozen samples were retrieved in methanol/acetone (V/V, 1/1). After these sections were blocked with 1% BSA, they were incubated with Anti-MAP1LC3A (1:50, Abcam, USA) and Anti-Beclin 1 (1:100, Abcam, USA). Secondary antibodies, Fluorescein (FITC) AffiniPure goat anti-mouse IgG (1:50, Jackson ImmunoResearch Lab, INC) and Rhodamine Red ™ -X (RRX) AffiniPure goat anti-rabbit IgG (1:50, Jackson ImmunoResearch Lab, INC., west Grove, PA, USA). Nuclei were counterstained by DAPI in these immune-stained sections. Immunofluorescence images were captured under confocal laser scanning microscopy (Olympus confocal microscope FV1200).
Statistics
Conventional and polarized images of HLD were analyzed for birefringence intensity and quantified using the image analysis software ImageJ 1.50d (NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA). Statistical analyses were performed via SPSS 22 (IBM, Armonk, NYC) and charts compiled using GraphPad Prism 7.00 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA).
Results
High-fat diet generates optical birefringent crystal structures in the liver of NAFLD animals
To generate NAFLD animals, litter mate C57BL/6J mice were fed with either a high-fat diet (HiF) or a normal diet as previously described [15, 22] . After 25 weeks of this diet, mice of both groups were euthanized and samples harvested. Both HiF diet and control diet livers were treated with the standard FEDXT procedure (the treatment combination of formaldehyde fixation, ethanol gradient dehydration, and xylene for transparent is short for FEDXT) prior to paraffin embedding and further histology and optical activity analysis. The standard cryo-sections procedures for histological and crystal analysis were also conducted on the livers as previously described [23] [24] [25] . To measure optical activity, sections were directly mounted with PBS and polarized microscopy performed without FEDXT treatment.
Conventional light microscopy was performed on paraffin-embedded sections and Cryo-sections of the HiF diet livers and normal diet controls. Histological staining with H&E, Sirius Red and Masson's trichrome on paraffin-embedded sections confirmed the presence of lobular inflammation, steatosis, and light perisinusoidal fibrosis in HiF diet livers, while these pathologies were absent from non-HiF diet counterparts ( Fig. 1A a-d). Cryo-section specimens stained with H&E, Sirius red, and Masson's trichrome displayed results similar to paraffin-embedded sections, with inflammation, steatosis, and light perisinusoidal fibrosis in the HiF diet group only ( Fig. 1B a-d ). However, polarization microscopy revealed dramatic differences in optical activity between paraffin-embedded and cryo-section samples. There was no detectable birefringent activity in either the cryo-sectioned or paraffin embedded livers of normal diet mice ( Fig. 1B e) , while cryo-sections from hiF diet mice displayed optical birefringent activities in the form of needle and arch-shaped crystals ( Fig. 1B f ) . Smear samples from normal diet and HiF diet mice confirmed the slide preparations findings (Fig. 1C ). The birefringence of cryosections crystal and liquid crystal droplets are studied under differently angled polarized light to demonstrated their birefringence ( Fig. 1D ). There is a visible difference between paraffin embedded and cryo-preserved samples of HiF diet livers, with cryo-preserved samples retaining much of the optical activity.
The optical activity of hepatic crystal structures extracted from HiF fed NAFLD mouse livers were examined by XRD and found to diffract within the detection spectrum of 5° to 45° degrees (Fig. 2b ). This XRD spectral peak pattern was comparable to the XRD pattern of unextracted, fresh HiF specimens ( Fig. 2a ) and normal liver controls have no diffraction (Fig. 2c ). These peaks most closely identified with those of cholesteryl oleate ( Fig. 2d ), but less well with that of cholesterol and lecithin. The XRD spectrum of these extract specimens in its fully crystalline form identified diffractions at lattice planes d(Å) of 9.634, 5.899, 4.887, 4.563, 4.437 and 4.081 corresponding to I/I 0 (17), I/I 0 (24), I/I 0 (100), I/I 0 (54), I/I 0 (15) and I/I 0 (29) in the detection spectrum of 5° to 45°. Among all diffractions of the purified extracts from NAFLD livers, the most diffraction peaks match with that of cholesterol oleate listed in Table 1 except three lattice planes d(Å) of 9.634, 4.437 and 4.081 corresponding to I/ I 0 (17), I/I 0 (15) and I/I 0 (29) are unidentified crystalline form. All liver samples were stored at 4 °C and brought to room temperature prior to XRD examination. Thinlayer chromatography revealed that cholesterol oleate is the main component of HLD from HiF diet induced NAFLD livers, which support the above XRD data analysis ( Fig. 3 ).
Liquid crystals in HiF diet induced NAFLD animals are destroyed by conventional histological treatment
Although hepatic lipid accumulation was detected as optically active birefringent structures in all HiF diet specimens, liquid crystal (LC) is the in vivo form of hepatic lipid droplets (HLD) accumulation. The fluidity of liquid crystals allows it to be stored in the hepatocyte cytoplasm without interfering with cellular activity. Increasing optical activity of these HLD indicates pathological increasing of lipid accumulation within hepatocytes, which leads to a larger and more molecularly stable accumulation of optically active LC. Thus, confirming and characterizing the liquid crystalline nature of birefringent structures is sufficient for identifying HLD in HiF diet induced NAFLD animals.
Hepatic lipid droplet accumulation in HiF diet induced NAFLD liver occurs as liquid crystals but not as status of liquid or crystalline lipids. NAFLD liver samples prepared as glass slide smears exhibited strong birefringent optical activity as LC-HLD Maltese crosses polarized light while control liver displayed no birefringence ( Fig. 1C a, b ). These Birefringent Maltese crosses correspond to the lipid droplets observed in histological images of NAFLD liver ( Fig. 1D ) but not found in control liver samples (data not shown). As discussed above, since these LC-HLD were only observed in cryosection but not FEDXT prepared samples of the same livers, we hypothesized that the FEDXT treatment process necessary for conventional deparaffinization and gradient ethanol rehydration and dehydration rinses away the ethanol soluble lipids of which HLD are composed. Therefore, the vacant round and oval-shaped droplets indicated in in-set of Figure Bf are residual spaces where LC-HLD used to reside in H&E, Sirius Red and Masson's trichrome histology slides (Fig. 1B) .
The minimal crystal structures found in FEDXT treated livers of HiF induced NAFLD samples are residual lipids that survived the ethanol and xylene extraction process. Thus, when the same livers are observed using cryostat section without any solvent treatment, polarized light reveals strong birefringent activity from the fully intact liquid crystals. As clinical histology is largely done on FEDXT treated samples, this hypothesis explains the lack of liquid crystals identified in patient fatty liver disease to date. The following in vitro phase transition experiments were thus conducted on cryo-sections of hepatic lipid droplets.
HLC of HiF diet induced NAFLD animals exhibits phase transition capabilities
The unusual finding that seemingly empty vacuoles on H&E demonstrate birefringence on cryo-section was further explored and responsible particles confirmed to be LC-HLDs. By successfully completed phase transitions between two of three physical states, isotropic droplet, liquid crystal HLC, and complete crystal, HLDs were confirmed to be liquid crystalline in nature. All phase transitions exhibited were conducted on both cryo-section tissues and smear specimens obtained from HiF diet induced NAFLD mice. All three physical states were detectable when the necessary phase transition conditions were met ( Table 2 ). HiF diet induced liver smear specimens were able to transition from LC-HLD to anisotropic crystal (Ph ani-LC→ani-CRYST . Crystalline HLDs could also be restored to isotropic lipid droplets (Ph ani-CRYST→iso-HLD transition) when the temperature is increased to 42 °C (Fig. 4A③, B a-h) . Isotropic lipid droplets can be transitioned into two forms depending on the speed of temperature change during the phase transition process. Decreasing temperature quickly (fast-cooling) leads isotropic lipid droplets to resume the Maltese Crosses birefringence of anisotropic droplets (Ph iso-HLD→ani-LC transition) (Figs. 4A④, B i-p and 5i-p). However when temperature is decreased slowly (slow-cooling), isotropic droplets adopt birefringent crystal structures (Ph iso-HLD→ani-CRYST transition) ( Fig. 4A⑤ ). Time lapse recordings were used to document the phase transitional properties of hepatic lipid droplets from HiF diet induced NAFLD mice. Birefringent crystal structures from the liver of NAFLD mice were freshly harvested at the end of a 25 week HiF diet and immediately cryo-sectioned, mounted with PBS, and their phase transitions processes recorded as pre previously published protocols [23, 26] . To retain maximum HLD content, samples used for phase transition studies were not treated with solvents (i.e. formaldehyde, ethanol, methanol, and xylene) and recordings were carried out in 30% glycerol PBS between glass slides and coverslips.
Fresh sections of HiF diet induced NAFLD livers obtained using cryo-stat showed birefringent crystal structures under crossed polarization lights ( Fig. 4B a  and t) and their optical activities quantified in Fig. 4B q. When specimen temperature was increased to 42 °C, these birefringent crystal structures disappeared as the Ph ani-CRYST→iso-HLD phase transition was triggered (Fig. 4B  a-h ) and the lack of optical activity quantified in Fig. 4B r. When these heat induced isotropic specimens were then fast-cooled, they resumed the typical optical activity of liquid crystals immediately (Fig. 4B i-p) . These post Ph iso-HLD→ani-LC phase transition birefringent Maltese crosses are shown in Fig. 4B p and u and quantified in Fig. 3B s. When the same heat induced isotropic specimens were slow-cooled, the isotropic hepatic lipid droplets assumed crystal structures typical of the Ph iso-HLD→ani-CRYST phase transition (not shown). The ability of these LC-HLDs to assume crystalline form in slow-cooling conditions explains the crystalline structures found on our previously described X-ray diffraction studies. The phase transitions documented above hold true in both cryo-sections and smear preparations of HiF diet induced NAFLD livers. The ability of HLDs in HiF diet induced NAFLD mice to complete the above phase transitions confirm them to be liquid crystalline in nature.
HLD from HiF diet induced NAFLD exhibit liquid crystalline fluidity
Fluidity and optic activity are the main properties of liquid crystals that distinguish them from pure crystal or liquid states. Thus, to supplement the described birefringence transitions between liquid crystal lipid droplet, isotropic lipid droplet and crystal HLD, here we describe the fluidity of these NAFLD LC-HLD. The following studies were conducted using the classic pressure-and-release procedure (P&R).
All specimens were prepared using the previously described fresh cryo-section method to retain maximum HLD content. These samples were first heated to 42 °C then fast-cooled immediately to 10 °C for 30 s before being allowed to resume room temperature ( Fig. 5a-p) . This Ph iso-HLD→ani-LC process grants the greatest yield of liquid crystalline HLDs (Fig. 5q, s and t) by optical activty. These LC-HLD samples were then placed between polarized prisms (polarizer and analyzer) for P&R studies. Prior to pressure application, LC-HLD appeared as round droplets of various sizes. Under polarized light, all droplets retained the characteristic four equally sized quadrants of birefringence known as liquid crystal Maltese crosses. Once pressure was applied, these NAFLD LC-HLD demonstrated their fluidity by adapting a dramatic range of pressure induced shape changes. Factual to liquid crystal states, when pressure was removed these LC-HLDs were also able to regain their original shape and classic Maltese cross birefringence. Directly after pressure release, fusion between individual LC-HLDs are seen as the particles reconsolidate. Double fusion events between LC-HLD occurs as sequential events (Fig. 6A ) with one fusion (Fig. 6A j-r) occurring after the completion of a previous fusion (Fig. 6A a-i) . These multiple fusions dramatically change the volume of a single LC-HLD while maintaining total volume of the all involved particles ( Fig. 6A s and t) . Multiple extrusions were also documented after P&R application. Double extrusions occur sequentially with one large LC-HLD extruding two individual droplets, one (Fig. 6B g-j) after another (Fig. 6B a-e ). Unsuccessful extrusion with incompletely fusion of the droplets are also seen as inand-out oscillation movements between a group of LC-HLDs (Fig. 6C a-i) . These LC-HLDs are confirmed as one interacting group by tracing the stable volume of the whole complex ( Fig. 6C m) . These fluidity behaviors typical of LC-HLDs on P&R procedure confirm their liquid crystalline nature.
Crystal crystals and phase transition in early patient fatty-liver disease
As characterized above, livers of mice with HiF diet induced NAFLD exhibit liquid crystal identifying phase transition and fluidity characteristic. Confirmation of these physical properties in patient liver disease represents a potential novel method for diagnosing and characterizing patient NAFLD and may serve as a parameter for studying progression to severe symptomatic steatohepatitis, fibrosis, and cirrhosis. To adapt our animal model findings to clinical use, we conducted liquid crystal phase transition and fluidity tests on patient fatty liver disease specimens. In patient NAFLD specimens, we identified hepatic lipid droplets exhibiting Maltese-cross birefringent droplets with inner-non-activity ( Fig. 7A a) , full Maltese-cross birefringent activity ( Fig. 7A b) , and crystalline birefringence (Fig. 7A c) .
Optic activity in inner-non-activity (INA) Maltesecrosses is restricted to the cortex of hepatics lipid droplets while the center of the droplet remains dark (Fig. 7A  lower middle column) . This finding indicates that in early fatty liver disease lipid molecules are ordered on the outer surface of the droplet, but remains relatively chaotic within the HLD core. Although most droplets are in the described INA Maltese-cross form, some droplets do exhibit full birefringent activity (FBA) Maltese-cross birefringence (Fig. 7A lower right column) . These FBA Maltese-crosses are optically identical to the Maltesecrosses observed in the LC-HLDs of our NAFLD mice ( Fig. 7A lower left column) . A possible link between INA Maltese-cross birefringence and FBA Maltese-cross birefringence is indicated by phase transitional properties previously shown in NAFLD mouse LC-HLD. During the Ph iso-HLD→ani-LC phase transition, INA Maltese-crosses lose birefringence in the cortical layer and become isotropic HLD. Although these isotropic INA HLD Maltesecrosses still regain optical activity after fast-cooled in the Ph iso-HLD→ani-LC phase transition, these post phase transition HLDs also retain the lack of central optical activity as INA Maltese-crosses (not shown). This indicates that in early fatty liver specimens, the cortex molecule order is unadulterated by transitions but the core of HLDs remain unable to order themselves despite a transitional period in the higher entropy droplet form. This central defect is confirmed to be restricted to the midpoint by observing the samples at from the full 360° range (Fig. 7B) . Aside from the focal loss of optical activity, these patient fatty liver disease HLDs retain the fluidity and phase transitional properties of liquid crystals (data not shown).
Our data demonstrate that the Ph iso-HLD→ani-LC phase transition occurs in both the liquid crystal hepatic lipid droplets of HiF diet induced NAFLD animals and NAFLD patients. In both the NAFLD model and patient, decreasing temperature transitions LC-HLDs from Fig. 6 Hepatic lipid droplets from HiF diet induced NAFLD livers demonstrate liquid crystal fluidity. A Sequential fusion of LC-HLDs were documented during the pressure-and-release (P&R) protocol. The first fusion shown in panels a to i is composed of two stages. In stage 1, a row of smaller LC-HLDs (S2 and S4 in panel s diagram) is lined up next to a large LC-HLD (S1 in panel s diagram) (panels a to d). During stage 2, the first small S2 LC-HLD fuses with the larger S1 LC-HLD (1st fusion of LC-HLD S2 to S1; panels e-i). A second fusion of a smaller S3 LC-HLD then follows the same mechanism (panels j to r). In this process, S3 LC-HLD first lines up with LC-HLDs S1 and S4 (panels j to k) before beginning the fusion process (panels l to r). The sequential fusion process is diagramed in panel s and the consequent volume changes confirming the LC-HLD merge are documented in panel t. B Sequential extrusions of LC-HLDs from a larger LC-HLD were also documented during the P&R protocol. The first extrusion is shown in panels a to d. Once the first LC-HLD droplet is fully extruded (panels e to j), a second extrusion begins (panels g to i) and successfully separates in panel j. The two sequential extrusions are diagramed in panel k and volume alternations during extrusion of LC-HLD S1 and S2 are documented in panel l. C An unsuccessful extrusion is recorded as in-and-out oscillations of a large, oblong LC-HLD. First a smaller LC-HLD (S2) is seen merging into a larger LC-HLD (S1) completely (panels a to g), before a new smaller LC-HLD (S3) forms and attempts to separate from the larger LC-HLD S1 (panel c to f ). During this unsuccessful extrusion, the S3 merges back with the larger S1 (panel h to i) while the location S2 previously occupied begins to exhibit the formation of a new LC-HLD (S2*) (panel h to l). This in-and-out oscillation movement is diagramed in panel m, and volume alternations of LC-HLD S1, S2 and S3 are documented in panel n. Volume of individual and fusional LC-HLD sphere(s) were calculated using V sph = π 3 h 2 1 (3r 1 − h 1 ) + h 2 2 (3r 2 − h 2 ) (h, spherical cap; r, spherical radius) (See figure on next page.)
isotropic droplets to the liquid crystal phase. In liquid crystal physics, phase transition occurs with increasing concentrations of component parts. In the case of HLDs, the build-up of lipids such as cholesterol oleate within the hepatocyte. The tri-lipid cholester-phospholipid-cholesterol system is widely recognized as the system of lipid storage representative of biological system [27] . Thus, we hypothesize that the unremittent over consumption of nutrients leading to fat storage would eventually trigger the INA Maltese-cross birefringent HLDs to develop into FBA Maltese-cross birefringent HLD. With further over nutrition, these FBA Maltese-cross HLDs would eventually reach a concentration of lipids that would trigger the Ph ani-LC→ani-CRYST phase transition. Since crystal are much less adaptable to the fluidity of cellular workings, they damage hepatocytes and lead to clinically detectable liver fibrosis and cirrhosis.
Autophagy is downregulated in NAFLD hepatocytes with excess LC-HLD accumulation
As demonstrated by our high fat diet induced NAFLD mouse model and clinical progression, NAFLD is a disease associated with metabolic syndrome. In the setting of metabolic syndrome, lipophagy regulates intracellular lipid stores in an extracellular nutrition sensitive manner. As lipophagy functions via lysosomal degradation of autophagocytosed LD triglycerides, is an efficient method of removing extra cellular lipid over-accumulation [28, 29] . To assess the involvement of autophagy in LC-HLD accumulation, we compared the expression and distribution of autophagy marker microtubule-associated protein light chain 3 A (MAP1LC3A) in the livers of normal diet control mice, HiF diet induced NAFLD mice, and patient NAFLD. In control mouse livers, MAP1LC3A is highly and homogenously expressed in hepatocytes with slightly less distribution along the central veins. This even distribution of MAP1LC3A corresponds with the even but sparse distribution of LC-HLD in these samples (Fig. 8A top row) with no birefringence activity ( Fig. 8A d) . In HiF diet induced NAFLD mouse livers, MAP1LC3A expression all but vanished with very faint expression accompanying areas of unusually large LC-HLDs accumulations (Fig. 8A middle row) with massive birefringent LC-HLDs (Fig. 8A i) . This reduced MAP1LC3A expression is reflected in patient NAFLD livers, where patient samples exhibit dramatically low expression of MAP1LC3A ( Fig. 8A bottom row) with a few birefringent LC-HLDs (Fig. 8A n) . The reduced expression of MAP1LC3A in mouse NAFLD samples was statistically lower than that of the normal liver samples (Fig. 8B , ***p < 0.0001, p = 0.000005). This lower MAP1LC3A expression was seen throughout the liver without bias between distance to the liver capsule or central vein (Fig. 7C ). To confirm the involvement of autophagy in LD-HLD formation, Beclin-1 expression was analyzed via western blot and showed the same reduction in mouse (Fig. 8D , **p < 0.01, p = 0.0025). Both expression of MAP1LC3A and Beclin 1 in patient is exhibited much lower in immunostaining (Fig. 8A  m-q, B) and Western blotting ( Fig. 8D) but not vanished indicating possible tendency of lipophagy in development of fatty liver disease. No detectable difference were found in histological images between normal livers of human and mouse in publications up to date. These observations suggest that lipophagy is involved in the formation of LC-HLD. In normal physiological conditions, expression of MAP1LC3A in hepatocytes suggests autophagy is key in maintaining lipid homeostasis via LC-HLD storage. However in pathological accumulation of LC-HLD, MAP1LC3A signaling is down regulated except in areas with greater than normal LC-HLD accumulation. This finding concurs with previous findings that impaired lipophagy can lead to excessive intracellular lipid accumulation and leads to two theories of cause and effect. One implies impaired lipophagy as the cause of LC-HLD accumulation, while the second addresses the heretofore unknown mechanism through which intracellular lipid levels regulate lipophagy [30] . As demonstrated by their recoveries from deformations during fluidity tests, fully liquid crystalline HLD structures have great tensile strength. The strength of these non-covalent bonds between lipid molecules may provide resistance to and down regulation of effective lipophagy, thereby offering an alternative explanation for the lack of MAP1LC3A expression in NAFLD samples. 
Discussion
Over-nutrition has been recognized as the direct cause of Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease and the associated pathological hepatocyte lipid deposition. Although NAFLD is initially asymptomatic, disease progression can lead to the development of sever liver diseases such as steatosis, steatohepatitis, fibrosis, cirrhosis, and hepatocellular carcinoma [2, [5] [6] [7] . The progression of NAFLD before it begins to affect liver function is notoriously difficult to monitor. The liquid crystal properties of HLD in our HiF diet induced NAFLD mice may be a first step towards a method of monitoring the disease and projecting prognosis. Phase transition and fluidity tests on HLDS would reveal the degree of liquid crystalline organization HLDs have achieved, and thus the progression into the more damaging crystalline form once a critical lipid concentration is reached. Although liquid crystals are not usually found in normal adult tissues and organs, they are prevalent during the developmental process. From embryonic development to postnatal day 14 in the chicken, liquid crystalline structures can be observed in more than twenty organs and tissues [24] . A tubular network of liquid crystal was also recently identified during in vitro differentiation of patient stems into embryoid bodies. This complex liquid crystal network formed during the gastrulation-like tissue and is reminiscent of a primitive vascular architecture charged with distributing resources to all the components of the differentiating embryoid body [29] . Similar to intrinsic signaling pathways being mistakenly reactivated in disease, we theorize that liquid crystalline structures are a previously undefined but important primordial system that is commonly reactivated in diseased states. For example, Anderson-Fabry disease, a disease of glycophospholipid or glycosphingolipid (GL) (globotriaosylceramide and galabiosylceramide) accumulation in the endothelial and smooth muscles cells of blood vessels also results in intracellular liquid crystalline particles [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . This common occurrence of liquid crystalline structures in highly disparate diseases hints at an innate importance of liquid crystals to cellular function that needs to be further investigated as in the case of NAFLD.
There are two main reasons liquid crystals have thus so far been overlooked in human pathology. First, traditional histological examination of patient livers paraffin embed the samples and treat the resultant slides to a variety of solvents. The consequent deparaffinization, rehydration, and dehydration process using xylene and ethanol then proceeds to strip away the hepatic lipid droplets, leaving behind only the empty vacuoles stereotypical of hepatosteatosis. In support of this reasoning, cryo-section samples undergoing H&E, Sirius Red, and Masson's trichrome staining contained only empty vacuoles under polarized light while sequential sections without such treatment exhibited birefringent hepatic lipid droplets within these seemingly vacant spaces [16, 17] . Second, the temperatures sensitive nature of liquid crystals makes them difficult to identify directly after cryo-section. When the NAFLD tissues are sliced in optimal cutting temperature compound, the low temperature causes LC-HLDs to undergo the Ph ani-LC→ani-CRSYT phase transition and remain crystalline. Thus, immediate observation without treatment will only perceive crystal structures under polarized light. Because of both these circumstances, the current clinical standard-of-care for patient biopsies and traditional histological analysis would only provide a look at cellular structure but not the observations of liquid crystalline HLDs [15, 16] .
New diagnostics procedures such as high intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU) and magnetic resonance elastography (MRE) have recently been developed as powerful noninvasive techniques to evaluate severity of liver damage in NAFLD and nonalcoholic steatohepatitis [37] [38] [39] . Although these techniques are efficient at determining whether patients with end-stage liver disease can be managed with stricter weight management or require transplantation, they are of limited effectiveness in early stage NAFLD. Because early intervention in HAFLD is crucial for determining treatment recommendations and reducing disease progression, another method of assessing this group of patients is necessary. Here we report the liquid crystal biophysical property of HLDs as a potential method for assessing the existence of early fatty liver disease in metabolic syndrome patients. At minimum, the fluidity and phase transition assays used to confirm liquid crystal status can be conducted on a small portion of a biopsy sample. Thereby providing valuable information with without damaging the current clinical flow for this gold standard clinical test [40, 41] . Indeed the Ph ani-CRYST→iso-HLD and Ph ani-LC→iso-HLD phase transition temperatures may provide valuable information as cholesterol levels have been known to affect the lattice behavior of liquid crystal in phase transition and thus alter transitional temperatures [39] [40] [41] .
Here we describe the degree of birefringence advancing from the cortex of LC-HLD as a possible indication for level of HLD lipid saturation. In order to function smoothly, all cells must sequester important hydrophobic components from its largely water-soluble environment. Hepatocyte accomplishes this task by sequestering its lipids as hepatic lipid droplets with the hydrophilic head of amphiphilic lipid molecules facing the surrounding cytoplasm and hydrophobic portions projecting internally. As the concentration of amphiphilic lipid molecules increases, the non-covalent forces between amphiphilic molecules overwhelms the inherent inclination towards a high entropy, chaotic core to form internal lipids organize into alternating hydrophilic and hydrophobic layers. Because of this tight orientation, these hepatic lipid droplets gain liquid crystal birefringence in polarized light and retain the fluidity of liquid crystals. Further accumulation of lipids in hepatocytes past this point leads to over-saturation of the system and transition of liquid crystal HLD into crystalline HLD, which are rigid and likely to cause hepatocellular damage. Thus, systematic examination of patient samples under polarized light might provide key evidence on the severity of NAFLD. Such information would be invaluable in providing prognostic information on the progression of the disease into the more severe forms of disease. With such information in hand, more aggressive treatments can be initiated to prevent patients from developing steatohepatitis, fibrosis, and cirrhosis.
In lipid-rich conditions, the apo-CIII protein is thought to function as a promotor of hepatocellular triglyceride uptake and triglyceride-rich VLDL assembly [42] [43] [44] . We hypothesize that during HiF diet overnutrition, apo-CIII are distributed on the surface of liquid crystal HLD as they are on the surface of VLDL particles. From these surface locations, apo-CIII could collect and assimilates cholesterol and cholesterol derivatives into the HLD on which it resides. This gives the gene a critical role in lipid accumulation within LC-HLDs. And supports the strong association of promoter region polymorphism in apolipoprotein C3 (APOC3) (rs2854117 [− 482C>T] and rs2854116 [− 455T > C]) found to be strongly associated with NAFLD and its associated diseases, hypertriglyceridemia, metabolic syndrome, and coronary artery disease [45] [46] [47] [48] . Thus, polymorphisms in the APOC3 gene resulting in greater than normal incorporation of cholesteric lipids into LC-HLDs would put the individual at greater risk of over saturating the HLDs liquid crystal buffering system and transitioning the HLD into its damaging crystalline form.
In addition to the APOC3 polymorphism described above, variations of PNPLA3 and TM6SF2 have also been linked to severe hepatic steatosis. Although the results are inconclusive, these genes are thought to contribute the disease by affecting hepatic triglyceride metabolism [11, 12] . Our previous study showing that liver-specific overexpression of NG37 induced fatty liver disease in a high fat diet dependent manner also put this new member of the von Willebrand A (vWA) super family on the map of metabolic diseases [15] . These high fat diet liverspecific overexpression of NG37 mice developed rapid hepatocellular liquid crystalline lipid accumulation that was greater than both high fat-diet wild type litter mates and normal diet NG37 mutant mice. In addition to liver enlargement and steatosis, these mice also developed cardiac arrhythmias commonly seen in NAFLD patients. This evidence clearly points at the importance of NG37 in hepatocellular lipid metabolism and NAFLD. Further studies are currently investigating the links between metabolism syndromes, cardiac function, and NG37. In this study, we found that MAP1LC3A a marker of lipophagy, lipid specific autophagy, is dramatically downregulated in over-nutrition induced NAFLD liquid crystal hepatic lipid droplet accumulation. As exercise can improve lipid over accumulation by increasing lipophagy [49, 50] , the next step is to investigate whether exercise can reactivate MAP1LC3A associated autophagy. Understanding the relationship between liquid crystal hepatic lipid droplets and the MAP1LC3A autophagy could provide a unique prospective towards understanding, preventing, and treating NAFLD.
